
Story Rebels Festival 2020

 

Re-imagining stories together through 
creative learning

Day One - Friday, 12th June
A day of CPD for Primary Teachers and Leaders who want to embed

Creativity into the Curriculum 

Teaching the Future: Reimagining stories together through creative learning
 

 

 Come and join us for a day of dynamic sessions focused on the potential of creative learning in a
complex and changing world.  Explore with us themes on diversity, inclusion, emotional literacy,  

 relationships and the thematic curriculum.
Join teachers, middle and senior leaders and artist educators as we bring together expertise and insight

from schools, theatre companies, artists and many more and leave with a renewed purpose to embed
creativity and stories further into the curriculum.

What are the potentials of story processes for reimagining curriculum? 
What type of thinking does inquiry through story offer?
How can this integrate policy and practice in a meaningful way?
What do young people think creative learning brings to 21st Century living?

Come and engage with our MAIN CONTRIBUTORS through a series of immersive workshops:
 
Mantle of the Expert with TIM TAYLOR
Philosophy for children with DARREN CHETTY
Roma storytelling with RICHARD O'NEILL
Story Makers: Emotional literacy through drama with LISA STEPHENSON
Reflecting Realities in Children’s literature with FARRAH SERROUKH
Poetry Retreat with JONNY WALKER
The Book of Me: Discovering Children’s Books with the BRITISH LIBRARY
Spoken Word in Action with First Story Authors BEN MELLOR and ANDY CRAVEN-GRIFFITH
Uprooting drama with ECO-DRAMA
 
In the afternoon, take part in a Lecture Slam: Revisioning Curriculum: What is the role of the
arts in building culture and community in School? 
 
Join our roundtable discussions around Planning thematically from story led by headteacher
MATTHEW MILBURN
 
OUTCOMES:
 
You will leave the festival having explored a range of practical techniques to implement in
the classroom and begun to map them to curriculum content. We will critically reflect on the
following questions:
 

 
 
Book Tickets here:  Friday: £80 , Saturday: £35, Two day ticket: £100
 

here

https://leedsbeckett.ac.uk/events/submitted-events/story-rebels-reimagining-stories-together-through-creative-learning-in-a-complex-and-changing-world/


Story Rebels Festival 2020

 

Day Two - Saturday, 13th June
A day of CPD for artist educators working in education and community

settings to make a difference to the lives of young people

Stories for Social change: Creating a new kind of story
 

 

 Come and join us for a day of sharing and creating new work together through story. There will be an
opportunity to explore the ways in which creative processes can empower young marginalised voices. 

Join artist educators who work with and through stories in immersive learning workshops and
performances. As part of becoming a community of research, we will collectively reflect on the potential

impact of our creative engagement and ask critical questions about overcoming tensions in a
hostile policy climate.

What is the role of creative learning in facilitating critical thinking?
What do young people think creative learning brings to 21st Century living?
Can stories disrupt the dominant discourse? What does this practice look like in action?
What is the role of the artist educator in 21st Century Learning?

After our Story Rebels call to action with HYWEL ROBERTS, join our main contributors:
 
Imaginary Communities with VICKY STOREY and CHOL THEATRE
Explore the World through Theatre with LEEDS PLAYHOUSE
Stories in the garden: A Diverse Book Week journey with RICHARD O'NEILL and  LISETTE ANTON
Theatre across the Five Senses with INTERPLAY THEATRE COMPANY
Writing and Performing with SAI MURRAY
Illustrating the story with NADINE KAADAN
Challenging gender stereotypes and interpretations with CHLOE COLEMAN and the ROYAL
ARMOURIES
Mantle of the Expert with NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF TEACHING DRAMA
Creating a story with First Story author DAN INGRAM BROWN
Further engaging workshops from our STORY MAKERS HUB!
 
In the afternoon, take part in our Artist Labs on creative learning and help us create our Artist
Educator Manifesto!
 
OUTCOMES:
 
You will leave the festival having explored the ways in which creative processes can empower
marginalised voices and bring communities together. We will critically reflect on the following
questions:
 

 
 
Book Tickets here: Friday: £80, Saturday: £35, Two day ticket: £100 
 

Leeds Beckett University
Headingley Campus

here

https://leedsbeckett.ac.uk/events/submitted-events/story-rebels-reimagining-stories-together-through-creative-learning-in-a-complex-and-changing-world/

